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UPDATE
Welcome to our latest TSA24 newsletter…

School Experience
Days
We are thrilled to announce that

It has been a busy few months at TSA24,

we are offering 21 school

particularly for CPD. We continue to support local

experience days at Southwater

and regional schools through our CPD offer and

Infant Academy, Castlewood

have welcomed 309 delegates through 52 courses

Primary School and Trafalgar

ranging from TA support to Headspace Sessions
for Leadership Teams.

Infant School. We are delighted
to announce that we already
have 13 delegates signed up.

Our focus for next term is to continue on our
mission to attract new teachers into the profession
by offering our school experience days at three of
our alliance schools. We hope to update you in the
next newsletter with some success stories.

These days have been advertised

Thank you to everyone who contributes to our

www.getintoteaching.education.g

alliance – we wish you a great break!

ov.uk/school-experience

through our alliance schools and
we are looking forward to how
these days develop into ITT
interest. To book visit:

SLE/School to School Support
Our SLEs continue to support schools across the region and recent
feedback from our English SLE showed that, ‘the English leader
established high expectations in literacy across the school;
introducing quality texts and developing learning journeys’. Our
EYFS SLE supported a school with intervention and through
targeted pupil progress meetings, ‘75% of the cohort achieved
GLD’

Collaborative Working
TSA24 is pleased to announce that we have several working parties underway with other
teaching schools in the area. Our Teaching School Managers regularly meet and share best
practice with Pavilion & Downs, Sussex Coast, Millais, SCLP and Wolstonbury Alliances.
We value strong collaboration.

. The sessions we deputy h

Governance Conference
In October, we were delighted to host TSA24’s
Governance Conference with a focus on
‘Improving
Outcomes
for
Disadvantaged
Children’. Clare Collins from the NGA delivered a
keynote speech on supporting our most
vulnerable children and six workshops explored
issues ranging from finance to CPD for governors.
We received fantastic feedback and plan to
launch our second conference early next year.
Watch this space!

CPD Opportunities 2019
Schools can now book onto our courses via our website.
We have just launched our offer for 2019 where there is a
range of opportunities from E-Safety to Coaching for
Headteachers. Visit www.tsa24.co.uk

CPD Feedback 2017/18

“A great recap into phonics. Great to come together as a team to
ensure consistency”
“Fantastic introduction to coaching that I can apply in line
management meetings”
“I’ve now got a clearer idea of how to implement and enrich our
learning environment”

